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Academic Students Attendance System: A Case Study of Alexa Skill Development


Abstract ‘Alexa’ which is developed by Amazon Lab 126 is an intelligent virtual assistant used to improve the user’s comfort. Its expanded technology and modern range of facilities empowers the users to connect the different things wirelessly. Due to its compatibility with Android and iOS platform and ever growing applications, peoples are using Alexa as a house assistant. It is able to respond numbers of voice commands like maintaining to-do-list, alarm setting, controlling electrical appliances, providing world information. It can also be used as a gateway device which accepts the voice commands coming from different IoT enabled devices. Generally, upon requesting, the task performed by Alexa is called ‘Alexa Skills’ which is essentially a voice-driven Alexa app. In this work, the basics of Alexa skill development is discussed by building a simple custom skill called ‘Academic Students Attendance System’ which can be implemented in any educational institution where the number of students present in the class can be obtained from the voice command.
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1 Introduction

Voice technology has travelled a long distance from performing a simple task to controlling different things, and most importantly, it is easier than a mobile app. So in the coming future, it will play a vital role to become a next big thing. Every year the selling of Alexa from Amazon is exponentially growing. Once it is set up (first time) by the help of a mobile app from an Google app or Apple app store, it can be operated flawlessly through a Wi-Fi network. It has many advantages over a mobile app like; fastest way of operation, hands free and multitasking experience, achieved task by keeping away from the mobile screen, optimal choice for blind and hand disabled persons and appropriate for old or uneducated people who finds tough to work with the smartphone. Some of the cotemporary voice control devices are Cortana (Microsoft), Siri (Apple) and Google Assistant (Google). Alexa is an artificial intelligence personal assistance made by Amazon. It powers Alexa echo and Alexa Echo dot smart speakers. The Alexa smart speaker is a hardware device with speakers and microphone built into it. It has audio processing unit which converts analogue audio signals into digital audio. The audio is then transferred to Amazon (AWS) servers to further process it. The digital audio signals are first converted into text using speech to text software, and then, the meanings are extracted using natural language processing software. Alexa starts listening to user commands by detecting hot word. For example, ‘Alexa’ is a hotword following which commands can be spoken for actions to be performed. Some of the literatures which are involved in some application related to Alexa skill are discussed in [1–6].

In [1], an intelligent virtual assistant Alexa’s ecosystem using a wireless smart speaker is discussed for forensics application. In the system, both mobile and Web application are developed to support the digital examination where wireless smart speaker acts as gateway for Alexa. An attendance system is developed in [2] which is worked on real-time basis using Alexa where inputs are taken from the students after Alexa is initialized by teacher. A local server (Raspberry Pi) is also used which acts as a real-time database to update the students attendance. The entire processing along with the authentication is taken care by Alexa skill sets. A review is conducted in [3] to obtain the customer reaction (emotion analysis) about the voice interactive devices which are used for home application. More than one lakhs of samples are collected regarding customer emotion by considering Amazon Echo and DNight MagicBox, and it is found Amazon Echo is very popular among the people where it is treated as a family member. A study is carried out in [4], whether the data collected by Alexa or similar type of device can be placed before the law enforcement body or not and it is revealed from the forensic analysis that the footprint of these type of devices can be used as a proof in the court of law. The alertness for patients whom are suffering from FITS seizure is performed by using Alexa along in companion with IoT devices [5]. Here, with the help of sensors equipped in IoT, wearable gadget senses the patient condition and accordingly transmits the voice signal to the patient, and if the sensors do not receive any return message from the patient, then the gadget raises the alert to different concern body. An extension of home automation with
more security features is discussed in [6] where the front door of a home is operated by Alexa. These facilities can be performed remotely by a smartphone, and also, the status of a door (open or close) can be read through the phone with the help of a local server like Raspberry Pi.

2 Basic Working Principle

Figure 1 demonstrates the basic working principle of Alexa where automatic speech processing along with natural language processing is used as in-build technology in Alexa to know the actual function of the voice command. Aside this, a cloud server is also used which executes the code with the help of lambda function.

Alexa skills are essentially programs with converted speech data to text data as input parameters by speech and language processing. There are a number of functions that can be programmed to perform specific tasks for specific commands. The function which performs an action on receiving command is known as ‘intent’. A skill can have multiple intents which maps to multiple speech commands. Intents can be defined in Alexa skill console through Internet, and intent can have multiple variants of a speech command which can be defined in the console. The intent is then passed to the programming environment where the programming environment is basically an Amazon lambda function. Amazon lambda functions are a part of AWS (Amazon Web server) service which is employed as a server less application. A lambda function takes in input as ‘http request’ and returns ‘http response’ to the client in case of a Web application or calls the other application program interfaces (APIs) and returns a speech response in the form of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object in case of an Alexa skill. Amazon provides skill development in Python and JavaScript at the time of coding.

![Fig. 1 Demonstration of Alexa working principle](image)
3 Implementation

In this case, REST-representational state transfer (RESTful) API is extensively used for the development of entire application. Here, the storage of data is carried out in EpsumThings server, and business logic is executed in AWS lambda. Both of the systems are kept in synchronization through RESTful API. REST API is essentially a request and response model from client and server, where client (lambda function in this case) sends request to the server, and response is sent back from server after the operation is successful.

The implementation of the attendance system is done as per the flow diagram shown in Fig. 2. At the first step, Alexa skill is created through Alexa skill console where developer can choose whether to use the backend at their own server or use Amazon lambda function. In this case, the backend is implemented on AWS lambda. After selection of skill development backend, intent definition is presented where speech intents can be defined. It can be implemented either by graphical user interface or bulk intents by using JSON objects. Intent can have multiple hotwords which can be defined in the console to perform a same action for a set of keywords or sentence. Once the intents are defined, they are connected with backend program using lambda function. Here, the backend program is using Alexa skill API to receive parameters parsed from the voice intent and passed to the backend functions. In this case, Python is used as the backend language which takes the parsed parameters as function arguments and string is returned as voice response to the user.

Figure 3 indicates the data flow between Alexa and a local server through API. In this case, the data about the attendance is stored in the EpsumThings platform which is updated using a simple API call. Here, EpsumThings is the name of online cloud server which is used to store the daily attendance data. The data stored in the platform is then pulled using REST API provided by EpsumThings platform through a simple ‘GET’ request. The attendance is represented by a number which shows number of students present in the class. When a professor asks Alexa using hotword ‘What is today attendance’ to know about the present attendance, the Alexa sends the sound signals to the Amazon skill server which in turn parses the audio signal into text. The text is then sent to the AWS lambda for processing. The lambda function gets the parameters as payload and calls API to get the attendance data from EpsumThings server and responds the user as speech about the attendance of the class. As the
above procedure cannot be represented in text, so the above block diagram (Figs. 2 and 3) is used to represent the entire process. In this process, one has to count the number of students present in the class and update the database in regular basis. Also, sometimes the process can be failed due to any server or network error.

4 Conclusion

A basic attendance system is successfully developed using Alexa skill development in this work which can send the voice answer about the daily student attendance after being asked by any person. Here, EpsumThings (online server) is used to store the daily attendance using API at each day. Upon using the hotwords ‘what is today attendance’, the intent is passed to the AWS lambda function by Alexa for processing. Then, the attendance data which is stored in the ‘EpsumThings’ server is fetched to Alexa, and at last, Alexa is responded the answer through the voice message.
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Implementation of Low-Cost and Low-Power-Based Temperature and Air Quality Monitoring System for a Local Area in Odisha
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Abstract   Environmental pollution is a major issue for public health and safety. Air contamination is one of the inherent causes of environmental issues. The reported monitoring and tracking systems have low precision, low sensitivity, and demonstrated laboratory scaled devices which cannot be accessed by the public. Therefore, improved observatory systems are highly essential. To overcome the limitations of reported systems, we propose a three-step air pollution monitoring system, where we can evaluate the data in three stages, that is a public display, website, and mobile application. An IoT kit was prepared using the MQ-135 Gas sensor, DHT11, LCD, and NodeMCU. We have deployed our developed system in our institution to provide local awareness among the general public and academic individuals as well as a platform for research and development under the smart city application. We can also monitor the data such as temperature, humidity, dew point, air quality index on a website so that individuals will be able to acquire relevant data from the database. A normal user or a person suffering from respiratory disorder is also capable of monitoring the data and will be able to take the required actions to prevent the upcoming unwanted situations. The power consumption and cost of the proposed system are the two important features of any modern devices. Hence, the authors here also give a sight of the power consumption as well as prospective of powering IoT devices through energy harvesting, which is not discussed in many reported literatures.
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1 Introduction

The sensors and actuators are actively participating in the field of structural health monitoring, air quality monitoring in smart city applications as well as human activity monitoring. Air pollution is one of the largest problems which has a drastic impact on the environment. Air is getting contaminated because of the release of toxic gases by different organization, increased vehicles, and exponential rise in concentration of harmful gases and particulate matters [1], which in affecting human as well as animal health. There are some factors present in the air like oxygen, ozone, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane, ammonia, particulate matter, etc. [2]. Air pollution causes harmful diseases like asthma, which motivates researchers to monitor the air quality and analyse of real-time data. The current work demonstrates a real-time air quality observatory system which is IoT enabled. This technology is playing a very useful pillar in our air quality monitoring system.

As shown in Table 1, there are many authors with their models that show different types of parameters of the air to calculate the air quality value. The parameters that are listed in the table can be easier to understand for the experts, but it is not that easy for a simple citizen. The reported monitoring system consumes high power and expensive. Some need costly sensors and some costly software to monitor this big amount of data. These models consuming more power also which is also a disadvantage. Many of these models cover a larger area like a smart city [3], and some also cover out of the city data [4]. Some mobile models can move from one location to another using Drone [5] and GPS [6]. To measure air quality, there is an air quality index (AQI) which is different according to the country. As per Central Pollution Control Board

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Parameters analysed</th>
<th>Power consumption (mW)</th>
<th>Total cost (INR) (k)</th>
<th>Application area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CO, CO₂, PM, NO₂, SO₂, O₃</td>
<td>1712</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>Specific areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PM, CO, CO₂, Temperature, humidity, pressure</td>
<td>16,370</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Temperature, humidity, dust CO, O₃</td>
<td>2620.45</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Wide area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>15,595</td>
<td>6 k</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>O₂, O₃, CO, CO₂, NO₂, NH₃, CH₄</td>
<td>3010</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>Large area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SO₂, NO₁, O₃, CO, PM, VOC</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Outdoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CO₂, Temperature, VOC</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>Indoor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of India, if the data is between 0–50, PPM then it is good, if it is between 51 and 100, then satisfactory, 101–200 is moderate, and 201–300 is poor. More than 300 is very much unhealthy which is mainly found in coal mines [1]. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents overall system describing different modules as well as how the data accessibility is efficiently improved. Section 3 discussed experimental results as well as power consumption of different modules and prospective of energy harvesting for the developed system. Finally, the Section 4 summarizes the current work.

2 Overview of the System

The current work focuses on low-cost cum low-power air quality observatory and accessing system that consumes a very less amount of power as 1.43 W and shows real-time data. Not only experts but also everyone can monitor the data. If we send the data to the cloud only, then only connected persons can monitor the data and the public cannot see this and they will not aware of the problem. So an LCD is connected to display the real-time sensor data in public purpose. This model is mainly designed for educational institutions. The students need a healthy environment so that they will be healthy physically and mentally. If an air quality monitor is installed on the campus, then it will keep providing the real-time data to the authorities in the database and the students on the LCD. This data can be stored and monitored in the database so that authorities can take the required steps. The overall block diagram of the air quality monitoring system is given in Fig. 1.

![Block diagram of overall system](image)
2.1 **NodeMCU Unit**

Here, we used the NodeMCU board because it is a low-cost open-source IoT platform. It is included with a WiFi chip which is mounted with the Microcontroller unit. We are utilizing this because of its low-cost, low-power consumption capability, and small compact size.

2.2 **DHT11 Sensor and MQ135 Sensor**

DHT11 senses two factors, temperature and humidity, using the substrate used in the sensor. We have calculated the dew point value using the relation between temperature and relative humidity as in (1) [7].

\[
T_d = T - \left(\frac{100 - RH}{5}\right)
\]  

(1)

where \(T_d\) is dew temperature (°C), \(T\) is the temperature (°C), and \(RH\) is relative humidity (%). MQ-135 is the sensor that can give the air quality data with proper calibration and air quality is measured in parts per million (PPM). We need to convert this to logarithmic value to get the data in PPM and is given in (2) [1], where \(X_{PPM}\) is the air quality value in PPM, \(y\) is the ratio of resistances, \(m\) is the slope, \(b\) is the y-intercept.

\[
X_{PPM} = 10^{\left(\log(y) - b\right) / m}
\]

(2)

2.3 **Data Storage and Accessibility**

The data has been monitored through smart modules and collected at the database through the IoT devices. We can see the real-time data of the sensor value live on the 20 × 4 LCD screen as well as the data will be stored in the Cayenne database.

3 **Experimental Set-Up and Discussion**

3.1 **Experimental Procedure**

As shown in Fig. 1, the individual modules are initially tested and then interfaced with each other using Arduino. The power supply to the individual systems is given through battery. However, the devices can be powered through different energy harvesting techniques. The experimental set-up along with prototype, which has been
commissioned in the premises of B.J.B College (academic), Bhubaneswar, is illustrated in Fig. 2. The power consumption of different modules has been experimentally observed and is given in Table 2.

### Table 2  Power consumption of different modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Component used</th>
<th>Characteristics/feature</th>
<th>Min. Operating conditions</th>
<th>Power consumption (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Voltage (V)</td>
<td>Current (mA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NodeMCU</td>
<td>Microcontroller and WiFi chip</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LCD</td>
<td>Output display</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DHT11</td>
<td>Temperature and humidity</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MQ-135</td>
<td>Air quality</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Results and Discussion

The data from sensor module can be continuously analysed and monitored for $24 \times 7$ h. For manifesting the characterization of different parameters such as temperature, humidity, dew point, and air quality index, a group of data has been considered for a particular day starting from 10 a.m. for 24 h. It can be seen from the Fig. 3a–c the temperature and humidity were changing according to time and weather and dew point according to temperature and humidity. We noticed that the humidity was constant after 10:00 p.m. This condition affected the dew point graph. It can be obvious from Fig. 3a–c, the graph looks very much similar after 4:00 a.m., but there is a difference of 2–3°C found between temperature and humidity. We can see the data on air quality in PPM in Fig. 3d, where the value stays under 20 PPM throughout
the day, and at 2:00 p.m., it was higher for some reason. It can be dust or any kind of gas exposed to it. As per the AQI, if the value is under 50, then it is good for everyone. The data we got is under 40, so we can say that the air is not polluted. The accuracy of temperature, humidity, dew point, and air quality index in terms of standard deviation of measurement results are found to be $\pm 0.286$, $\pm 2.77$, $\pm 0.563$, and $\pm 0.436$, respectively. In our developed system, the modules get powered from the battery. However, it is proposed to develop some energy harvesting modules based on piezoelectric and or photovoltaic to harvest the required amount of power such as minimum of 1.432 W. There are widely explored literatures on energy harvesting prospective which can be explored for our work [8, 9].

4 Conclusion

In this work, we have demonstrated a low-cost air quality monitoring system, whose power consumption is also very low and is accessible by general public use and or researchers. The power consumption of individual units as well as from energy harvesting prospective as a future work has also been presented, which has not been discussed in many literatures. This work gives a roadmap for researchers to work on low-power applications as well as to integrate the energy harvesting modules to any activity monitoring systems.
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Abstract This paper presents the implementation of a speech-to-speech translator using python that can overcome the barrier of different languages. The user can speak in Marathi which will be taken as the input and output will be the translated speech in English. The proposed methodology may be used to bridge the language barrier between a doctor and patient in a rural scenario. The machine learning model used here is sequence-to-sequence model. Keras layers are used which includes encoding, dense, RNN.
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1 Introduction

India is a diverse country having about 22 constitutionally approved languages. Around 1650 dialects are spoken by different communities. As per 2011 Census, the average Indian literacy rate is 69.30%. Fewer than 5% people can read/write English. Two languages that are English and Hindi are regarded as the official languages of India. These languages were made official, so that there can be some common languages which can be used to communicate all over India in common. But, being a democratic country, the languages were not imposed on everyone. So, there are still places all over the country where people only know their local language, and when there is a need, they are not able to communicate with the people outside their region and even the digital media is mostly present in English. All these things make it necessary to have a language translator.
So, the purpose of this translator is to get over the language barrier and also the technology barrier. To be specific, we are sticking to a rural scenario where a doctor and patient need to talk with each other and both are unaware of each other’s language. In this way, the project is contributing to the society as well.

This translator system can further be extended to include more languages, so that the translator is more usable.

2 Literature Survey

There are four modules in [1], namely voice recognition, translation, speech synthesis, and image translation. The translated language is converted to audio and is given as the output. This application can also accept written text and can convert it into the required language. This application is also enabled to recognize any text present in the image which can be stored in the system or can be captured by making use of camera and translate the text into the desired language. The translation can be displayed on the screen.

Debnath et al. [2] is used for conversion of English text to speech of multiple languages. Input is given by the user as English text to GUI or images of text, and the output is given as translated speech in different language with the help of OCR technique. This methodology can be used to assist people lacking speech or the non-native speakers.

In [3], translation of text is done by a computer without human intervention. Machine translation is a part of NLP that aims to change text/speech of one natural language to another with the help of software. An automatic translation system is built for conversion of text from English to Hindi.

In [4], translation is done by using automated computing. This reviewed various important machine translation system and present comparison of the core technology.

Hermanto et al. [5] presents a comparison between neural-based network that uses RNN and statistical-based network for Indonesian to English and vice versa machine translation. The perplexity value evaluation of both the models is done. The result shows that the use of RNN obtains a much better result. Also, BLEU and RIBES values were found to be increased by 1.1 and 1.6 higher than those obtained using statistical based.

3 Methodology

The implementation is done in three phases:

1. Speech recognition
2. Text-to-text translation
3. Text-to-speech conversion (Fig. 1).
3.1 **Speech Recognition**

This block is responsible for speech recognition and then converting the speech to text. Firstly, the mic is configured, and then, the chunk size is set which is nothing but the bytes of data that we want to read at once. Then, the sampling rate is decided, and this tells us how often the values are recorded for processing. Since the surrounding noise is variant, the program is allowed some time to adjust its energy threshold of recording, so that it is adjusted in accordance to the external noise level. Finally, the speech is converted to text. All these functions are accomplished with the help of Google Speech-to-Text API.

3.2 **Text-to-Text Translation**

This block is responsible for converting the text output from the previous block (i.e., Marathi) to the other language (i.e., English). It makes use of the neural machine learning model created with the help of Keras library. The steps followed are shown in the flowchart (Fig. 2).

**Dataset** There is essentially a dataset present in the form of a text file. The file contains pair of Marathi and their translated counterparts in English. This is the dataset that is used for training (80%) and testing (20%). The file is read and is followed by text cleaning, i.e., punctuations removed, uppercases converted to lowercase. The size of total dataset is 38,008 sentences.

**Text-to-Sequence Conversion** Now, to convert the text to sequence, first the maximum length of sentences in each language is determined by plotting histogram. Then, the text (training and testing) data is vectorized using Keras Tokenizer() class individually for each language set.

**Encoder, Decoder Layers** The first layer is embedding which is used to convert positive into dense vectors of fixed size. This is the form that deep neural network can understand. Dense representation helps in capturing words relation. In this representation, words with similar meanings are kept closer to each other in the vector space. There are two RNN layers present, the first one encodes. Encoding is done to convert the sequence of symbols into a fixed length vector representation. The second one decodes. Decoding means converting the representation into another sequence of symbols. It applies the activation function on the output.